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E Safety
Responsible Internet Use
These rules help us to be fair to others and keep everyone safe.



I will ask permission before using the internet.



I will ask permission before opening an e-mail or sending one.



I will not use Internet chat rooms.



I will only use my network login and password, which is a secret.



I understand that I must not bring into school my own software or files.



I will only e-mail people that my teacher has approved.



The e-mail messages I send will be polite and sensible.



I understand that I will never give my name, address, phone number out on the
internet.



If I see anything I’m unhappy with on the internet or receive messages I do not
like I will tell the teacher immediately.



I understand that the school will check my files and e-mails I send as well as
internet sites I visit.



I understand that if I deliberately break these rules, I may not be allowed to use
the internet or computers.

The school reserves the right to monitor the use of the school’s systems, including
access to websites, the interception of emails and the deletion of inappropriate
materials where it believes the unauthorised use of the school’s computer system has
taken place, or if the system is being used for criminal purposes or storing unauthorised
text, images or sounds.
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Dear Parent/Carer
E Safety - Responsible Internet Use
As part of your child’s curriculum and the development of computer skills, we are providing
supervised Internet use. We believe that the effective use of the World Wide Web and e-mail
is worthwhile and an essential skill for your child as they grow up in the modern world.
Please could you read the attached rules of responsible use of the Internet and discuss with
your child and sign and return the consent form so they your child can use the internet.
We have taken steps to ensure that your child will not have access to undesirable materials
and understands how to act responsibly when using the Internet. Our school Internet provider
operates a filtering system that restricts inappropriate materials whilst your child is using the
internet at school.
Whilst every endeavour is made to ensure suitable restrictions are in place, the school can not
be held responsible for the nature or content of materials accessed through the Internet. The
school will not be liable for any damages arising from your child’s use of the Internet facilities.
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